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Devices of the Soul: Battling for Our Selves in an Age of MachinesO'Reilly, 2007
"Self-forgetfulness is the reigning temptation of the technological era. This is why we so readily give our assent to the absurd proposition that a computer can add two plus two, despite the obvious fact that it can do nothing of the sort--not if we have in mind anything remotely resembling what we do when we add numbers. In the computer's...
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Hack Proofing Sun Solaris 8Syngress Publishing, 2001
Two of Sun Solaris's prime attractions are its reliability and the high availability of servers running it. These advantages can be, however, negated by carelessness. Forget to apply a patch, or neglect to synchronize your servers' system clocks, and someone who's paying more attention will exploit the holes you've left in your system. The authors...
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Computer-Supported Collaborative Learning: Best Practices and Principles for InstructorsInformation Science Publishing, 2008
Decades of research have shown that student collaboration in groups doesn t just happen; rather it needs to be a deliberate process facilitated by the instructor. Promoting collaboration in virtual learning environments presents a variety of challenges.
Computer-Supported Collaborative Learning: Best Practices & Principles...
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Multivariable Control Systems: An Engineering Approach (Advanced Textbooks in Control and Signal Processing)Springer, 2003

Multivariable control techniques solve issues of complex specification and modelling errors elegantly but the complexity of the underlying mathematics is much higher than presented in traditional single-input, single-output control courses.

Multivariable Control Systems focuses on control...
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Software Maintenance: Concepts and PracticeWorld Scientific Publishing, 2003
Text explores the key issues underpinning software change, and discusses how these issues impact on the implementation of changes to software systems. For software engineers. Hardcover, softcover available.     

       Readership: Researchers, graduate students and undergraduates in software engineering, programming, information...
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The Entrepreneur's Guide to Managing Information TechnologyPraeger Publishers, 2008
Software. Hardware. Networks. Wireless. Entrepreneurs face a bewildering array of choices and decisions when it comes to incorporating technology into the fabric of their businesses. Yet nothing could be more important these days. Aligning information technology (IT) with business strategy is essential to meet and beat the competition. As business...
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Assessing Expressive Learning: A Practical Guide for Teacher-directed Authentic Assessment in K-12 Visual Arts EducationLawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2003
Assessing Expressive Learning was inspired by the concerns of its authors
that thinking about and making art should remain one of the principal goals of Art
Education in K–12 American schools. Furthermore, K–12 art teachers should be
considered the ones most qualified to answer the question of what it is that children...
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Mike Meyers' A+ Guide to Managing and Troubleshooting PCs, Second EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2007
I started writing computer books for the simple reason that no one wrote the kind of books I wanted to read. The books were either too simple (Chapter 1, “Using Your Mouse”) or too complex (Chapter 1, “TTL Logic and Transistors”), and none of them provided a motivation for me to learn the information.

I believed...
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Constructing Measures: An Item Response Modeling ApproachLawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2004
Constructing Measures introduces a way to understand the advantages and disadvantages of measurement instruments, how to use such instruments, and how to apply these methods to develop new instruments or adapt old ones. The book is organized around the steps taken while constructing an instrument. It opens with a summary of the...
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Cisco NAC Appliance: Enforcing Host Security with Clean Access (Networking Technology: Security)Cisco Press, 2007
Almost every contemporary corporation and organization has acquired and deployed security solutions or mechanisms to keep its networks and data secure. Hardware and software tools such as firewalls, network-based intrusion prevention systems, antivirus and antispam packages, host-based intrusion prevention solutions, and...
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Building Parallel, Embedded, and Real-Time Applications with AdaCambridge University Press, 2011

	The arrival and popularity of multi-core processors have sparked a renewed
	interest in the development of parallel programs. Similarly, the availability
	of low cost microprocessors and sensors has generated a great interest in embedded
	real-time programs. This book provides students and programmers
	with traditional backgrounds in...
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Management 3.0: Leading Agile Developers, Developing Agile LeadersAddison Wesley, 2011

	I hate management books. I do. People give them to me all the time saying:
	“You should read this one, it changed my life!” These books are all
	about 150 pages. They have 14 point type, double-spaced. They have lots
	of pictures. They have titles like: Open Locker Management, Management
	by not Managing, First Clean All The...
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